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Abstract
Following Becker (1962), an information-theoretical thought experiment is de-
veloped to investigate whether the equilibrium properties of an exchange economy
depend on the rational behaviour of agents. Transactions are logged through a
communication channel into an external observer’s dataset, represented by Google.
At some point this data connection fails and Google no longer receives the updates
encoding the transactions.
It is shown that Google can nevertheless make sharp predictions concerning the
state of the economy. In particular, a stable long run distribution of endowments
is expected, as well as a set of price-like variables. By construction this prediction
does not rest on the rationality of agents, because the information-theoretical setting
forces Google to treat the missed updates as random variables.
JEL classification: C02, C62, D51, D80.
Keywords: Information theoretical measure, maximum entropy principle, en-
tropy concentration theorem.
1 Introduction
In a recent contribution, Smith and Foley (2008) review the long history of analogies
between economics and classical thermodynamics. In particular, they point out the his-
torical link between the original cardinal approach to utility and the use of gradients on
the one hand and the physical concepts of energy and forces on the other. They further
∗The usual disclaimers apply.
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explain that as economic theory has matured, it has distanced itself from such compar-
isons or analogies. Nevertheless it will be shown, in agreement with Smith and Foley,
that “there are important insights still to be gleaned from considering the relation of
neoclassical economics to classical thermodynamics” (Smith and Foley, 2008, p. 9), in
particular with respect to the problem raised by Becker (1962) regarding the importance
of the rationality of agents in the market allocation process. In order to do so, however,
classical thermodynamic analogies will be replaced by the information-theoretical defi-
nition of entropy introduced by Shannon (1948), and will be investigated in a thought
experiment by using the maximum entropy principle of Jaynes (1957a,b).
The setup of the thought experiment is simple, and puts Google in the position of
the subjective Hayekian observer of the economy: Google is assumed to intially possess a
dataset that describes the detailed endowments of all the agents in an exchange economy.1
A data connection allows this dataset to be updated every time a transaction occurs i.e.
the incoming updates change the endowment levels in the relevant entries. A real-life
example of such a setup would be a real-time back-up of a stock exchange book, where
bids or transactions between agents are logged as part of the market-making process.
From the point of view of Google, the updating process can be described with a Markov
process, where each update reveals the detailed endowment state that the economy has
just transitioned to. At a given point in time the data connection fails: although normal
market activity continues, Google’s dataset is no longer updated. At the time of the
failure, the dataset fully describes the state of the economy. However, one intuitively
understands that as time passes by the usefulness of this data in describing the state of
the economy will decline, leaving Google in a position of subjective ignorance described
in Hayek (1945).
This thought experiment raises several questions. Analysing the allocation problem
using the maximum entropy method suggested by Jaynes (1957a,b), one can show that
although Google becomes completely ignorant of the detailed state of the economy, is it
still possible for it to make precise predictions about its overall state. Furthermore, these
1The motivation behind this choice is that Google is indeed an observer of agent transactions, and as
such provides a good illustration of the information-theoretical measure used here.
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predictions are consistent with the general properties of economic equilibrium, namely
the existence of stable endowment distributions and market prices that equalise in the
presence of trade. However, because the setup of the thought experiment forces Google to
treat the updates as random variables in a Markov process, these predicted properties do
not rely on any assumptions regarding underlying the rationality or behaviour of agents,
which tends to confirm the suggestion made in Becker (1962) and Gode and Sunder (1945)
that rationality is not the only source of market regularities.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the updating process
and the information theoretical methodology the observer can use to predict the overall
state of the economy. Section 3 then describes the properties of the prediction, in particu-
lar the existence of a stable distribution and the existence of price-like variables. Section 4
discusses the implications of this results, particularly with respect to economic ontologies
and finally section 5 concludes.
2 The Google thought experiment
2.1 Notation and definitions
There are N agents and K markets in the economy. For all k ∈ K, the economy-wide
endowment is ωk ∈ N. This allows us to define on each market k a set of endowment
levels
{
εk
}
that agents can possess, with εki representing the i
th endowment level in the
set.
εki ∈
{
0, 1, 2, ..., ωk
}
(1)
A detailed description of the state of the economy consists of a dataset with N ×K
entries, each of them containing the nth agent’s endowment level of the kth good. Within
this setup a record is a row vector that consists of the K entries that fully describe nth
agent’s endowment. It is shown below that Google’s uncertainty as to the state of the
economy at time t is related to his uncertainty as to the average information content of a
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record.
The frequency of an endowment level pki , which is also the probability that a randomly
selected agent has that level of endowment, is simply defined as nki , the number of agents
with endowment εki , over the total population N .
pki =
nki
N
The number of ways the N records of the kth market can result in the probability
distribution pki over the endowment level is given by the following multiplicity:
W
(
pki
)
=
N !
ωk∏
i=1
Npki !
(2)
Furthermore, given the K markets, we will assume that the overall multiplicity of the
states is the product of the multiplicities on each market. This implicitly means that
there is no interaction between the markets, i.e. that the endowment level of a given good
does not condition the endowment level of other goods. While this might seem like a a
strong assumption, this will be shown to be consistent with the thought experiment set
up in the next section.
W =
K∏
k=1
W
(
pki
)
As shown by Foley (1994), the standard definition for entropy is the log of this multi-
plicity.
S =
K∑
k=1
lnW
(
pki
)
(3)
Appendix A.1 shows that the link with the information entropy of the probability
distribution is given by:
S = N
K∑
k=1
H
(
pki
)
(4)
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Where H(pki ) is the Shannon (1948) entropy of the distribution, i.e. the expected in-
formation content of a message informing us of the outcome of a draw on this distribution.
H
(
pki
)
= −
ωk∑
i=1
pki ln p
k
i (5)
Equation (4) shows the relation between the two interpretations of entropy, the ob-
jective S which represents the log of the multiplicity of outcomes, and the subjective
H which represents the uncertainty or average information content of a record that the
observer is ignorant about.2
The total entropy of the system is therefore the information entropy per record, mul-
tiplied by the number of records in the dataset. This implicitly means that the expected
information content is the same for all unkown records, which is consistent with the
setup of thought experiment, as a different result would imply that Google still possesses
information about a specific agent.
2.2 Uncertainty in the updating process
In order to describe the increase in uncertainty, i.e. establish the expected rate at which
the data contained in Google’s N × K dataset decays, two elements need to be distin-
guished: the first is the information content of the average entry, which will quantify the
information loss that occurs when an entry is overwritten by an update and the second
is the rate at which distinct dataset entries are updated.
Regarding the first point, dataset entries have different information content depend-
ing on which of the K markets they describe. Indeed, if the kth good is rare, the set
of endowment levels (1) is limited, and the associated probabilities are relatively high.
Therefore, the information loss (5) associated with a missed update on that market is
low: learning that an agent has changed his endowment level does not create much uncer-
tainty, as there are not many alternative possibilities to guess from. On the other hand,
if the endowment is large there are many endowment levels available for each agent, thus
2Because the natural logarithm is used here, the information entropy of a record is measured is
measured in “nats”, where a nat is equal to 1/ ln 2 ≈ 1.44 bits of information.
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loosing information about an entry creates much more uncertainty.
As a result Google’s uncertainty about the content of a missing update has to integrate
not only the uncertainty about the possible endowment levels on each market, but also
the uncertainty as to which of the K markets the update modifies. In the absence of any
knowledge about the updating process, Google has to assume that records concerning
the different markets are updated with equal probability pK = 1/K.3 Therefore, the
joint probability that a missed update shifts a record’s kth endowment to εki is given by
qki = p
K × pki .
Based on the standard definition of conditional entropy given in Theil (1967), the
expected information content of an update U conditional on the selection of a market K
is:
H (U |K) = −
K∑
k=1
ωk∑
i=1
qki ln
qki
pK
Replacing the probabilities qki and rearranging gives the expected information content
per updated entry, which is simply the average of the expected information for each of
the K entries.
H (U |K) = − 1
K
K∑
k=1
ωk∑
i=1
pki ln p
k
i (6)
The second element to consider is the rate at which the information existing dataset
decays. Although each update carries the same expected information content (6), not all
contribute to increasing uncertainty as to the state of the economy: there is an increase
in uncertainty, in other words a net information loss, only in the case when a missed
update with positive entropy overwrites a known zero-entropy entry. In the thought
experiment, this only happens at the first update of an entry. Subsequent updates to the
same entry may replace the objective information content, but in terms of uncertainty,
Google is as unsure of the information content prior to the following updates as he is
3This is equivalent to the assumption made above regarding the independence of the endowments
levels on each market.
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after.4 Therefore, from Google’s point of view, information is only lost the first time an
entry is updated. Given the entropy of an updated entry (6) and the fact that the dataset
contains N × K entries, the total information loss incurred once all entries have been
overwritten is indeed equal to the overall amount of information required to describe the
dataset given by equation (4).
The expected number of missed updates required for all N ×K entries to have been
updated at least once is analogous to the standard coupon collector problem, described
for example in Ross (2002). The probability of overwriting the jth entry given that j − 1
distinct entries have already been over-written is:
pj =
NK − j + 1
NK
Hence, the a new entry is overwritten by the first update with probability one, but
once NK−1 entries have been overwritten, the last entry is overwritten by an update with
probability 1/NK, which is intuitive: the first few updates that the observer misses will
practically all concern distinct entries in the dataset and result in loss of information. The
expected amount of updates T required to loose all the initial NK entries is therefore:5
E (T ) = NK lnNK + γNK (7)
If we assume that Google knows the expected rate of arrival of the updates, then it
can work out the expected amount of time required for the dataset to decay completely.
2.3 Google’s best prediction under uncertainty
After the T updates have occurred, Google’s best guess of the distribution of endowments
over the N agents is the one that maximises the dataset entropy. Indeed, any prediction
made about the overall state of the economy at that point must be consistent with the
4This possible because the economy-wide endowments ωk are fixed. This would change in the context of
a production economy, as the ωk endowments will change over time, changing the probability distributions
over the endowment sets (1)
5γ is the Euler−Mascheroni constant, which is approximately 0.577.
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loss of information measured by the entropy function: Were Google able to predict a
distribution with an entropy below the maximum information entropy, this would imply
that it still posses some information about the system.
However, as explained in Jaynes (1957a,b) this uncertainty about the state of the
system can be bounded by supplying information on known constraints. A first example,
which exists by construction, is that the endowment probabilities must sum to one:
∀k,
ωk∑
i=1
pki = 1 (8)
In the case of an exchange economy, an additional constraint is that the economy-
wide endowments, the ωk’s, are conserved in the exchanges, with no creation ex nihilo or
destruction of goods.6 In terms of subjective probabilities on the state of a given agent’s
record, the constraint is that the expected endowment level is equal to the per-capita
amount of the good for each market.
∀k,
ωk∑
i=1
pki ε
k
i =
ωk
N
(9)
As outlined in Jaynes (1957a,b), further constraints can be integrated, based on infor-
mation that Google might have of the mechanisms of the economy or on the availability
of partial data. Although (8) and (9) are the minimum number of constraints required to
describe an exchange economy, this possibility makes the methodology very general, as
an arbitrary number of constraints can be integrated.
Google’s best prediction therefore maximises the information entropy of the dataset
(5), subject to the known constraints (8) and (9).
L = −
K∑
k=1
ωk∑
i=1
pki ln p
k
i −
K∑
k=1
αk
 ωk∑
i=1
pki − 1
+ βk
 ωk∑
i=1
pki ε
k
i −
ωk
N
 (10)
Differentiating with respect to all k probability distributions, one obtains the following
6This condition must be modified in the case of a production economy, as goods will be both produced
and consumed.
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first order conditions:
pki = e
−(αk+1)e−β
kεki (11)
Replacing this into (8) allows us to determine the values of the first set of lagrangian
multipliers αk:
e−(α
k+1) =
1
ωk∑
i=1
e−βkεki
In line with the typical notation, we define the following partition function Zk, which
normalises the probability distribution and guarantees that (8) holds.
Zk =
ωk∑
i=1
e−β
kεki
In the typical record, the probability that the kth entry holds the ith endowment is
therefore:
pki =
e−β
kεki
Zk
(12)
By replacing this into (9) one can show that the βk terms are functions of their
respective ωk only. The value of each market endowment ωk therefore uniquely defines
each βk parameter.
ωk∑
i=1
εki e
−βkεki
Zk
=
ωk
N
Given the functional form, it is difficult to invert this expression to express βk as a
function of ωk. However, one can nevertheless obtain from this equation the limit values
of βk given the endowment level:
lim
ωk→0
βk =∞ lim
ωk→∞
βk = 0
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If the value of the endowment is zero, then all the probabilities associated with εki > 0
must be zero, and the probability associated with εki = 0 must be equal to one. For the
second limit, if the good exists in limitless quantity then there is in fact no endowment
constraint on the probability distribution, and the entropy maximising probability dis-
tribution over the endowment set is uniform. This means that equation (12) must be
independent of εki , which requires β
k to be zero.
3 Properties of Google’s best prediction
3.1 The entropy concentration theorem
Google might wonder at this point how likely it is that the predicted distribution (12)
is realised relative to alternative distributions. While the distribution that maximises
entropy is the most probable one, this does not tell us how probable it is relative to
others. This is clarified by Jaynes (1983) using the entropy concentration theorem, which
not only provides the core justification for the use of this methodology, but also provides a
statistical test that can be used for inference: the maximum entropy prediction completely
dominates the state space, and is therefore the only rigourous prediction in the absence
of detailed information.
The starting point of this analysis is that given two distributions pki and q
k
i , the number
of ways pki can be realised over N records relative to the way q
k
i is realised is simply the
ratio of their multiplicities (2):
W
(
pki
)
W
(
qki
) = ωk∏
i=1
Nqki !
Npki !
(13)
Using Stirling’s approximation and the definition of the information entropy of a record
(5), one can express this multiplicity ratio as:7
W
(
pki
)
W
(
qki
) =
√√√√ ωk∏
i=1
qki
pki
eN(H(p
k
i )−H(qki )) (14)
7Details on this are given in appendix A.3
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Let pki be the entropy-maximising distribution, and let the Google choose a fixed
multiplicity ratio for alternate distributions qki . As the number of records N increases,
the allowable difference in entropy of alternative distributions qki varies as 1/N , given the
fixed multiplicity ratio. This is in fact the central issue pointed out in Jaynes (1983): as
size of the system increases, the maximum difference in entropy that allowable alternative
distributions can have falls like 1/N , and not 1/
√
N as one might expect.
This forms the basis of a statistical test, outlined in more detail in Jaynes (1983),
which can be used for inference purposes. Based on (14) Jaynes names ∆H the entropy
difference between the maximum entropy distribution and an alternative distribution, and
shows that 2N×∆H follows a chi-squared distribution. Given κ the number of constraints
imposed on the distribution and 1−F the desired upper tail area, the acceptable entropy
interval given the size of the system and the desired level of significance is given by:
∆H =
χ2N−κ−1 (1− F )
2N
(15)
The effect of this is that when N is large, empirical frequencies that differ from the
maximum entropy distribution are vanishingly unlikely. Therefore, given knowledge of
a certain number of constraints, the only reasonable distribution that one can predict is
indeed the one that maximises the information entropy.
3.2 Equilibrium properties of the prediction
The more important issue is whether the methodology generates predictions that are
consistent with economic theory. Indeed, Google would expect that the agents are gaining
from the transactions carried out on the markets, and would also expect the data in
the missed updates to reflect this. In other words, the arrival of a dataset update at
time t might signify that for at least one of the N agents there exists an objective, but
unobserved, function of the endowment set f(
{
εk
}
, t) such that:
f
({
εk
}
, t
) ≥ f ({εk} , t− 1)
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In the absence of detailed data on the endowments εki , the maximised entropy function
provides a measure of the information that Google could retrieve about this underlying
objective process if the communication channel were still available, for example by using
the revealed preference algorithms presented in Varian (2006) on the transaction dataset.8
As such, if the underlying objective process is a form of utility maximisation, then the
maximised entropy function represents the best measure of a welfare function that one
can obtain under uncertainty.
Similarly, assuming an underlying objective process provides economic significance to
the βk parameter. As pointed out in Foley (1994), βk is best understood in terms of a
derivative of the entropy functionH(pki ). This is the standard interpretation of Lagrangian
multipliers, but can be derived by totally differentiating H(pki ) in (5) and reintroducing
the first order condition (11) to substitute for pki :
dH
(
pki
)
= αk
ωk∑
i=1
dpki + β
k
ωk∑
i=1
εki dp
k
i (16)
The first term of the equation is equal to zero, because (8) guarantees that the proba-
bility distribution always sums to one, therefore the sum of the shifts in probability must
equal zero. The second term can be identified by totally differentiating (9). Keeping in
mind that the definition of the endowment levels εki in section 2.1 imply that they are
fixed, this gives:
dωk = N
ωk∑
i=1
dpki ε
k
i (17)
Combining (16) and (17), one obtains a definition of βk as the derivative of the entropy
function Hk. If Hk provides the information-theoretical measure of an objective welfare
function, then βk measures the gradient of this function with respect to the quantities
available, which is consistent with classical theory.
N
dHk
dωk
=
dSk
dωk
= βk (18)
8It is interesting to note, with respect to the setting mentioned in the introduction, that Professor
Varian has been consulting for Google since 2002 and became the chief economist of Google in 2007.
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As a result, whenever entropy provides a measure of welfare, then the βk parameters
can be interpreted as marginal welfare functions, or following Foley (1994), as prices. In-
deed, relation between the level of endowment ωk and the βk parameters already outlined
in section 2.3 has the characteristics of a price. It is infinite when the endowment is zero,
and falls to zero with limitless availability.
More importantly, trade between two systems equalises the βk variables, which one
would also expect from prices. Let us assume that Google is told that in addition to
the first economy, now denoted by subscript A, there exists a second exchange economy,
indicated by a subscript B. The aggregate population is N = NA+NB and the aggregate
endowments are ωk = ωkA + ω
k
B. We also define the following probabilities, which are the
probability of finding a given endowment level in A and B, as well as the probability that
a randomly chosen record belongs to dataset A or B:
 p
k
A,i =
nkA,i
NA
pkB,i =
nkB,i
NB
and
 ρA =
NA
N
ρB =
NB
N
If Google knows that the two economies are separate, then its best guess of the long-
run state of each economy is obtained through the maximisation process outlined above.
Because the overall endowments ωkA, ω
k
B are conserved within A and B, two sets of distri-
butions (12) are obtained, one for each of the K markets in A and B.
If, however, it is known that trade occurs between A and B, then Google cannot apply
the conservation constraint (9) to each economy individually. Therefore, the best it can do
is to maximise its uncertainty of the joint state of A and B, subject to a joint conservation
constraint. The incoming dataset updates Google misses now apply to either datasets A
or B. Therefore its uncertainty as to the content of the missed updates is not just related
to which market the updated entry belongs to and which endowment level the entry shifts
to, but also to which dataset is updated. The joint entropy of a record is now:
H = ρAHA + ρBHB (19)
Where the entropy of a record in A and B is given by:
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
HA = −
K∑
k=1
ωk∑
i=1
pkA,i ln p
k
A,i
HB = −
K∑
k=1
ωk∑
i=1
pkB,i ln p
k
B,i
(20)
The joint conservation constraint now states that the expected endowment level over
both economies A and B is equal to the overall per capita endowment.
ωk∑
i=1
(
ρAp
k
A,i + ρBp
k
B,i
)
εki =
ωk
N
(21)
The joint lagrangian and the first order conditions are given in appendix A.2, but
following the procedure in section 2.3, one obtains the following result, which is identical
to the initial result of equation (12):
pkA,i = p
k
B,i =
e−β
kεki
ωk∑
i−=1
e−βkεki
One can see that the αkA and α
k
B control for the different populations, and that the
predicted probability distribution is the same in both economies, with a shared βk pa-
rameter. Furthermore, let us assume that initially ωkA/NA > ω
k
B/NB, so that β
k
A < β
k
B.
The overall per-capita endowment is a weighted average of the initial endowments:
ωk
N
= ρA
ωkA
NA
+ ρB
ωkB
NB
Therefore, the following relations hold:
ωkA
NA
>
ωk
N
>
ωkB
NB
and βkA < β
k < βkB
From this Google can predict that not only should the βk variables equalise across the
two economies, but also that on each market goods will flow from the low βk economy to
the high βk economy.
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4 Discussion
The discussion of the thought experiment and the suggested methodology covers three
main aspects. The first relates to the implications entropy concentration theorem for
prediction and inference, while the second is the implication of the information-theoretical
methodology with respect to the role of rationality in economics. The final discussion
relates to the care that must be taken when applying this methodology, as one can easily
reach incorrect conclusions.
4.1 Prediction and inference in the Google thought experiment
The entropy concentration theorem discussed in section 3.1 establishes that the maximum
entropy approach provides the best prediction as to the overall equilibrium state of the
economy in the absence of a detailed description of that state. This methodology can
therefore be used for predictive purposes in a theoretical setting, for example in the
context of agent-based modeling, in order to obtain predicted theoretical distributions in
complement to existing simulation methods.
However, the entropy concentration theorem also provides a statistical test (15) which
allows inference to be carried out. Let us assume that Google eventually restores a partial
data connection: the detailed dataset is not available, but the empirical frequencies are
transmitted. What can Google conclude if this frequency data does not confirm the pre-
dicted distribution, in other words its entropy is beyond the allowable bounds of the test
(15)? The answer to this question is provided by Jaynes (1983): any significant differ-
ence between the predicted and empirical entropies measures the amount of information
that can be extracted from the data in order to improve the knowledge of the constraints
on the system, hence improving further the prediction. Again, the setting chosen for
the thought experiment is not innocent, as this type of information extraction defines
Google’s business model.
Beyond the possibility of using prediction and inference to improve the understanding
of the constraints on the system, this also justifies the viewpoint argued in the introduc-
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tion. The maximum entropy methodology, particularly using the information-theoretical
definition of Shannon (1948), is best approached from the subjective point of view of an
ignorant observer. The fact that this method provides the observer’s sharpest prediction
does not imply that it necessarily provides an accurate description of the objective real-
ity, only that it provides the best prediction with respect to existing knowledge about the
constraints on the endowment distributions.
4.2 Rationality-free modeling
While this methodology can prove to be useful from the prediction/inference point of view,
there is a more fundamental theoretical implication of this thought experiment. Google’s
best prediction includes a stable long run distribution and a set of market variables that
display price-like characteristics. Crucially however, these do not depend on the underly-
ing nature of the updating process described in sections 1 and 2.2. Because this process
is approached from the point of view of an ignorant observer, the updates can only be
treated as random variables where every possible alternative receives an equal weighting.
As outlined above, if the unobserved trading process is non-random and the odds of a
transaction occurring depend on the value of the agents’ objective functions, then the
entropy and β parameters take on an economic interpretation. Their existence, however,
does not depend on the nature of the underlying process as even a totally random process
still leads to the same prediction.
In this respect the Google thought experiment is a direct analogy to the classical Turing
(1950) test, where an observer communicates both with a computer and a human being,
and is asked to identify which is which. One could imagine that when Google receives
the empirical frequency data through the partial channel, a second set of frequencies is
sent which is randomly generated subject to some constraints. The maximum information
entropy method tells us is that if the constraints applied in the generation of these random
frequencies are identical to those that apply to the observed data, the Google should
be unable to distinguish the two. As a result, the information theoretical framework
rationalises the contributions of Becker (1962) and Gode and Sunder (1945), which both
16
(a) Walrasian auction (b) Edgeworth process
Figure 1: Updating process and endowment conservation
suggest that the efficient operation of markets can be linked to the structure of constraints
on agent behaviour rather than the assumed rationality of the behaviour itself.
The implication is that in the absence of detailed information on the state of the
economy, knowledge of the determinants of individual agent behaviour, beyond knowledge
of the general constraints to the system, cannot improve our prediction. Knowledge of
the determinants of agent behaviour is useful in the interpretation of the equilibrium of
the system, but it is not needed to predict an equilibrium.
A first setting compatible with this information-theoretical methodology is the Wal-
rasian auction. Here Google’s dataset is separate from the auctioneer’s and consists of the
initial endowments prior to the start of the auctions. The updates that are received by
the auctioneer and missed by Google represent the desired endowment level of the agents
for each of the quoted prices. Only when the sum of the desired endowment levels satisfies
the conservation constraint (9), in other words the excess demand has been eliminated,
does the economy reach a Pareto-efficient equilibrium and the auction stops. A practical
example of such a setup is provided by the analysis of the Tokyo grain market by Eaves
et al. (2008).
An important aspect is that only the initial and equilibrium allocations are within
the state space allowed by the endowment conservation constraint (9), which illustrated
with the edgeworth box framework of Figure 1. The initial allocation is given by a
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and the relative prices quoted by the auctioneer correspond to the rays passing through
this point. These are used by the auctioneer to ‘scan’ the endowment space for the
equilibrium solution. Whenever the desired endowment levels do not coincide there is
excess demand, which violates (9). Therefore, all the intermediate data describing desired
allocations as part of the updating process are outside of the allowable state space. This
has important implications with regards to how the availability of information determines
the conservation of endowments.
A second set of compatible settings are Edgeworth processes and congestion/potential
games.9 Both Kandori et al. (2008) and Blume (1997) present a market allocation problem
similar to the one analysed here and the resulting equilibrium distribution is similar
to (12). However, although the problem of allocation is approached from an objective
viewpoint, where the behaviour of agents is known (as is the case in Foley (1994)), while
the thought experiment rests on a subjective approach which quantifies the ignorance of
an observer and makes no assumption on agent behaviour.
In both the analysis of Blume (1997) and Kandori et al. (2008) the equilibrium distri-
bution is obtained using the detailed balance condition of the objective Markov process.
This provides the intuition explaining why the predictions of these two studies is compat-
ible with the one made above: the assumption of reversibility required for the existence
of a detailed balance condition in a Markov process is the same as the principle of in-
sufficient reason that underpins the use of the entropy concentration theorem by Jaynes
(1957a,b). In particular Blume (1997) modifies the detailed balance condition and obtains
the following expression for the odds ratio of two states m and n :
ρ² (m)
ρ² (n)
= Cnme
1
²
(P (m)−P (n)) (22)
This is directly comparable to the multiplicity ratio (14): P (m)−P (n) is the difference
in potential between the two states and ² controls the amount of noise in the players
9These are discussed together here, because as pointed out by Kandori et al. (2008), their work on
Edgeworth processes shares a direct link with the potential game examined in Blume (1997). Furthermore,
Monderer and Shapely (1996) show that all congestion games are isomorphic to a potential game, where
a single potential function encodes all the payoffs of the agents.
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response, in other words the divergence between the best response and the response
effectively made. Cnm is a constant that depends only on the states m and n. As ²→ 0,
the agents always choose their best response, i.e. they do not make mistakes.10
Allowable deviations from the maximum potential in (22) are controlled in the same
way as deviations from maximum entropy in the concentration theorem. This provides
an answer to the question raised by Monderer and Shapely (1996) regarding the economic
interpretation of the ‘potential’ : if the objective behaviour of agents in the economy
corresponds to a congestion game setting, then the information entropy is a measure of
the potential and again measures the amount of information one could retrieve about the
various payoffs in the system.11
Furthermore the findings of these studies are consistent with the argument that the
specification of the equilibrium distribution does not depend on the detailed behaviour of
agents. Blume (1997) shows that the stable distribution is the same regardless of the con-
nection of the graph, in other words even when only localised play between neighbouring
agents is allowed. Kandori et al. (2008) also show, using the Edgeworth process rather
than a potential game, that this result holds in a much more general setting, where each
agent has a specific precision parameter, and several agents can change their simultane-
ously endowments through coalitions. Furthermore, they find that the stable long run
distribution, similar to that of Blume (1997) is the same regardless of the size of the noise
component in the decision process.
4.3 Avoiding some pitfalls
The first pitfall that must be avoided when using the information theoretical methodology
suggested here is to automatically associate increases in entropy with increases in utility.
10The relation between 1/² in (22) and N in (14) is as follows: in the maximum entropy methodology,
the precision is controlled directly by the number of distinct records N . Because the entropy function
(5) measures the uncertainty of the observer with respect to the information content a single record,
as N increases, the odds of picking a record that deviates from the dominant distribution fall. In
Blume’s approach, however, the population is constant and the deviation from the best response is
directly controlled through ².
11In particular the entropy function H is the same for all N records, which corresponds to the definition
of Monderer and Shapely (1996), who show that the potential function is unique and has to be the same
for all players of the game
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For example, increases in information entropy due to the updating process occur regardless
of the direction of time. If Google’s dataset only describes the economy at time t, then it
is as uncertain about the state of the economy n steps into the past as it is n steps into
the future.12 Only if agents’ transactions depend on non-random stepwise improvements
is it meaningful to associate increases in entropy to increases in welfare for the relevant
direction in time. Therefore, it is best to see the maximum entropy function simply as a
measure of the welfare function in an equilibrium state.
The second pitfall, at the other extreme, that the rationality or behaviour of agents
does matter at all for market outcomes. In fact, as explained above, the information
entropy measure can only be associated with an objective interpretation if the updating
process is determined by a systematic but unobserved regularity in the transaction pat-
terns of agents. The maximised entropy is then a measure of the amount of information
one would have about this objective function should the detailed state of the system be
revealed to an observer. As mentioned above, this type of information extraction un-
derpins Google’s business model, and is directly linked to its privileged access to data
compared to the average economic agent.
A final pitfall would be to conclude from the dominance of the maximum entropy pre-
diction that perfectness or imperfectness of information does not matter for the equilib-
rium. Drawing from the vast literature on this aspect we would expect this imperfectness
of information to affect the outcome of market processes. However, the maximum entropy
methodology outlined through the thought experiment could suggest that the economy
ends up in the same overall state regardless of the underlying nature of the updating
process.
Although this may be true from the point of view of the equilibrium frequency of
endowments, this is not the case for the detailed equilibrium state. Even in the simple
exchange economy framework developed here, the amount of information that individual
agents can access matters for the conservation of the value of endowments. This has been
addressed by Smith and Foley (2008) using a comparison of the Walrasian and Edgeworth
12This is in particular the reason why the reversibility condition mentioned in the previous section,
required for a detailed balance condition to hold, is equivalent to adopting a subjective viewpoint.
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ontologies similar to the one presented in Figure 1. In the first case, prior to each round
of updating the agents receive a quoted price, and in the second no public information
is circulated. In the auction the availability information brings a conservation of the real
value of endowments, as this value is known to agents prior to effectively trading. In
the Edgeworth process, however, prices as a measure of the intrinsic value of goods are
formed as a result of the transactions, and given that the initial transactions are made
under a state of ignorance there is no guarantee that endowments are conserved. This
aspect is relevant if production is to be factored in to this type of analysis, as the existence
and capacity of such communication channels will condition the ability of producers to
identify production opportunities and therefore coordinate their production decisions.
5 Conclusion
The relevance of the Google thought experiment and the use of the information-theoretical
approach is that, as pointed out in the seminal contribution of Hayek (1945), we are all
observers whose knowledge of the state of the economy is vanishingly small. Compared
to the thought experiment, not only are we uncertain of the process that modifies the
initial dataset, but additionally even the initial state is unknown. Even for the case
where some data is accessible, it does not completely describe the state of the economy.
In such a context, the information-theoretical methodology of Jaynes (1957a,b) uses the
information entropy function as a measure of the ignorance of an observer. As a result,
following this methodology provides the best prediction of the state of an economy in the
absence of all other knowledge than the constraints that apply to agents.
The central conclusion of the thought experiment is that such an observer should
not be surprised to learn that overall regularities exist on the markets of an exchange
economy, in particular stable endowment distributions and price-like variables that vary
with endowment size and equalise with trade. On the contrary, these are some of the few
properties that he can accurately predict. If the observer assumes that agents determine
their transactions with respect to objective considerations, then the entropy function
doubles up as a measure of the information content about these objective processes that
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can be retrieved once a dataset becomes available. Therefore, while economic behaviour
clearly matters from the point of view of describing the detailed situation, it is not required
to predict the existence of a market equilibrium.
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A Appendix
A.1 Classical vs information entropy
Replacing the multiplicity (2) into the classical definition of entropy (3) gives:
S =
K∑
k=1
lnN !− ωk∑
i=1
nki !

Given Stirling’s approximation, lnN ! ≈ N lnN −N . Replacing above one obtains:
S ≈
K∑
k=1
N lnN −N − ωk∑
i=1
(
nki lnn
k
i − nki
)
The N and
ωk∑
i=1
nki terms cancel out:
S ≈
K∑
k=1
N lnN − ωk∑
i=1
nki lnn
k
i

Isolating −N :
S ≈ −N
K∑
k=1
 ωk∑
i=1
nki
N
lnnki − lnN

S ≈ −N
K∑
k=1
 ωk∑
i=1
nki
N
lnnki −
ωk∑
i=1
nki
N
lnN

Reintroducing the definition of pki gives the following relation, which corresponds to
the equations (4) and (5).
S ≈ −N
K∑
k=1
ωk∑
i=1
pki ln p
k
i (A-1)
A.2 Trade and β equalisation
The joint entropy of systems A and B is given by (19) and (20). Integrating constraints
(8) and (21) gives the following joint lagrangian:
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L = −ρA
K∑
k=1
ωk∑
i=1
pkA,i ln p
k
A,i − ρB
K∑
k=1
ωk∑
i=1
pkB,i ln p
k
B,i
−
K∑
k=1
(
αkA
(
ωk∑
i=1
pkA,i − 1
)
+ αkB
(
ωk∑
i=1
pkB,i − 1
)
+ βk
(
ωk∑
i=1
(
ρAp
k
A,i + ρBp
k
B,i
)
εki − ω
k
N
))
This gives the following first order conditions with respect to pkA,i and p
k
B,i:
∂L
∂pkA,i
= −ρA
(
ln pkA,i + 1
)− αkA − βkρAεki = 0
∂L
∂pkB,i
= −ρB
(
ln pkB,i + 1
)− αkB − βkρBεki = 0
Rearranging:
 ln p
k
A,i = −
(
1 +
αkA
ρA
)
− βkεki
ln pkB,i = −
(
1 +
αkB
ρB
)
−−βkεki
pkA,i = e
−
(
1+
αkA
ρA
)
e−β
kεki
pkB,i = e
−
(
1+
αkB
ρB
)
e−β
kεki
Replacing this in the two normalisation constraints (19) , one finds that the value
of the αkA and α
k
B multipliers simply compensates for the difference in the size of the
populations NA and NB:
e
−
(
1+
αkA
ρA
)
= e
−
(
1+
αkB
ρB
)
=
1
ωk∑
i−=1
e−βkεki
A.3 Entropy concentration
According to Stirling’s approximation,
x! ≈
√
2pix
(x
e
)x
Applying this to the multiplicity ratio (13) gives:
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W
(
pki
)
W
(
qki
) = ωk∏
i=1
(√
2piNqki√
2piNpki
(
Nqki
)Nqki e−Nqki(
Npki
)Npki e−Npki
)
Rearranging:
W
(
pki
)
W
(
qki
) = ωk∏
i=1
(√
qki√
pki
(
Nqki
)Nqki e−Nqki(
Npki
)Npki e−Npki
)
W
(
pki
)
W
(
qki
) = ωk∏
i=1
(√
qki
pki
eNq
k
i lnNq
k
i e−Nq
k
i
eNp
k
i lnNp
k
i e−Npki
)
W
(
pki
)
W
(
qki
) = ωk∏
i=1
(√
qki
pki
eNq
k
i ln q
k
i eNq
k
i lnNe−Nq
k
i
eNp
k
i lnNp
k
i eNp
k
i lnNe−Npki
)
W
(
pki
)
W
(
qki
) =
√√√√ ωk∏
i=1
qki
pki
e
N
ωk∑
i=1
qki ln q
k
i
eN lnNe−N
e
N
ωk∑
i=1
pki ln p
k
i
eN lnNe−N

Using the definition of the information entropy of a probability distribution (5), one
obtains:
W
(
pki
)
W
(
qki
) =
√√√√ ωk∏
i=1
qki
pki
(
eNH(q
k
i )
eNH(p
k
i )
)
W
(
pki
)
W
(
qki
) =
√√√√ ωk∏
i=1
qki
pki
eN(H(p
k
i )−H(qki ))
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